
Why E-Tank?
COMPLETE MAINTENANCE—EVERY ITEM, EVERY TIME

Whether a sludge box is actually vapor and water tight depends upon the condition of the lid 
and gasket as well as proper alignment of the gate. On many roll-offs offered by the rental 
industry, gaskets may fail to do their job because they are contaminated with debris or they 
are cracked, missing or broken.

E-Tank cleans, inspects, repairs or replaces every rear gate gasket each time the roll-off 
box is returned after a rental. The top rollers, hinges, and springs are examined and 
services as requred. If necessary, the gate is realigned to assure correct fit and operation.

Learn more about our maintenance process at www.etank.net.

Low Profile Access and Safe Transportation for Any Project

FEATURES

 � Side-swing rear gate for safety, 
double-ratcheted for security

 � Safety Latch for anchoring gate 
during unloading

 � Low profile drop-side door

 � Tarp opens fully and support bows are 
removable for easy loading

 � Standard inside rail with HD cable hook

 � 4 ground rollers for ease of loading and 
movement

 � Chain and binder assembly to control width 
of gate opening during unloading

 � Sloped sides assist in complete 
unloading/drain

 � 4 independent ratchet binders with chains

 � Inside liner hooks for use with sludge box liner

 � Liquid-tight, side-hinged tailgate features 
extruded rubber seal gasket

USAGES

 � Load or unload a vacuum truck on site

 � Unload a truck that does not have the ability 
to dump

 � Dewatering capabilities with additional 
drop-side feature

 � Transport on standard roll-off truck or trailer

 � Use multiple containers to accommodate 
on-site storage requirements of any size 
project

Tarp-Top Drop Side Sludge Box 
25-Yard Roll-Off
Sludge Box / Open-Top Roll-Off / Drop-Side
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LINERS MAKE CLEANUP EASY 

E-Tank can supply an optional liner 
that will contain the material until the 
box is dumped at the disposal site. Ask 
your sales representative for more 
information.

Options & Accessories
 � Interior Liners

 � Liner Installation

 � Drop Side Dewatering Cage

 � Filter (sizes include 50, 80, 130, 250,  
and 400 micron)

 � Filter Installation

Specifications
Dimensions 22 ft. 6 in. (6.71 m) long x 48 in. (1.22 m) high

Weight 6,046 lb. (2742.42 kg)

Capacity 25 cubic yards (19.11 cubic meters)

Construction 1/4 in. (0.64 cm) heavy duty floors, 7 gauge sides, A36 Carbon Steel

Pick up Standard cable hook-up with 2 in. x 6 in. x 1/4 in. (5.08 x 15.24 x 
0.64 cm) rails

Specifications are approximate and may vary. Ask your sales representative for specific dimensions for the unit we 
supply to you.
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